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Abstract.  Many writers reject the notion of universal human rights, insisting on their historically recent, Western-secular character.  Other theorists emphasise mutual exchange between human rights and systems such as Confucianism, Buddhism, or Islam.  They celebrate a common ground that would appear, moreover, to enhance the case for universality.  This article acknowledges that common ground but rejects the view that it can strengthen the case for universality.  Any such ‘exchange’, far from mutual, turns out to be dictated entirely by human rights.  Familiar rhetoric about the supposed flexibility of human rights law, which would suggest genuinely interactive relationships between it and other belief systems, flatly contradicts its higher-law claims.  Genuinely flexible human rights could only ever arise either (a) in the trivial sense that any broadly formulated legal rule ends up applied to a range of situations, or (b) in the untenable sense that human rights law would accommodate serious violations.
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1.	Introduction
No sooner had the Second World War ended than did René Cassin, Peng Chun Chang, Charles Malik, Eleanor Roosevelt and other prominent humanists set out to draft​[2]​ the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.​[3]​ With General Assembly ratification only months away the American Anthropological Association (AAA) responded sceptically, in 1947, through what would become its controversial ‘Statement on Human Rights’.  ‘Standards and values’, the Statement cautioned, ‘are relative to the culture from which they derive’.  Accordingly, ‘any attempt to formulate postulates that grow out of the beliefs or moral codes of one culture must to that extent detract from the applicability of any Declaration of Human Rights to mankind as a whole.’​[4]​  Half a century later, acknowledging that appeals to cultural difference often serve to justify heinous abuses, the AAA followed up with its 1999 ‘Declaration on Anthropology and Human Rights’.​[5]​  Grudgingly coming around to the idea of a global corpus, that Declaration falls short of a gleeful conversion.​[6]​  
Scholars still puzzle over the status and impact of one comprehensive value system reigning as global law.  Crucially, however, a contrary approach has emerged.  Rejecting static, ‘museological’ models of culture, scholars today often hesitate to ascribe to a given society or tradition any exhaustive set of ‘beliefs or moral codes’.  Questions about whether Confucianism, Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism or Islam ‘is’ or ‘is not’ compatible with international human rights law​[7]​ cannot, on that more dynamic view, yield a pat ‘yes’ or ‘no’, as if each of those traditions contained a comprehensive corpus of agreed doctrine.  All have known divergent interpretations throughout their histories.  Cultures are fluid and malleable, readily influencing and responding to each other.​[8]​  
The political theorist Sungmoon Kim observes a split between ‘compatibilists’ and ‘incompatibilists’.​[9]​  Incompatibilists, reminiscent of the 1947 AAA stance, view models of higher-law individual rights as too remote from ancient belief systems, rendering overlaps more illusory than real.​[10]​  Compatibilists, by contrast, identify common ground between earlier traditions and human rights.  The international legal scholar Abdullahi An-Na’im urges us to approach the relationship between human rights and other belief systems not ‘as one of permanent antagonism’, but ‘in terms of synergy and mutual influence’.​[11]​  Compatabilism’s ascendance comes as no surprise.  It holds real appeal in a globalised world where many would feel more comfortable with international regimes rooted in a broad cultural terrain.  Nor is that aspiration altogether new.  Under the 1920 Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice, ‘the whole body’ of the Court’s membership ‘should represent the main forms of civilization and the principal legal systems of the world’.​[12]​  That ideal has persisted into the current Statute of the International Court of Justice.​[13]​  
Suspicions that international human rights law is essentially Western tend to weaken its universality claims, emboldening accusations that it entrenches Western elite interests.​[14]​  Conversely, even though human rights may not trace their historical origins back to Confucianism, Buddhism or other ancient belief systems, they can, on a compatibilist view, claim ethical overlaps with such traditions.  In a nutshell, human rights law cannot claim historical or sociological universality, as if all societies throughout time had maintained full-blown individual rights regimes​[15]​; yet those ethical overlaps do seem to enhance familiar natural law theories​[16]​ by adumbrating the ethical universality of human rights.  That progression from compatibilism to ethical universality seems self-evident.  The less overlap human rights law can claim with other belief systems, the weaker the case for its ethical universality; the greater that overlap, the stronger the case for it.  
In this article I shall nevertheless challenge that logic.  I shall agree that human rights maintain affinities with other belief systems, which might certainly serve the practical aim of promoting popular acceptance of human rights.​[17]​  I shall disagree, however, that those overlaps strengthen any case for the ethical universality of human rights.  As a threshold matter, human rights certainly make no sense as global, higher-order law except insofar as they assume their own peremptory ethical authority as to their central norms.  On their own terms, human rights trump any rival ethics that would, for example, formally admit slavery, child trafficking, or systemic women’s subordination.  In that sense human rights may well coincide with plausible interpretations of various traditions.  The problem for the universality claim is that no ethically tenable reading of human rights, unlike historical customs under other traditions, ever could admit those practices.  Human rights by definition assume their own authority not because of other belief systems, but irrespective of them.  
The reader will be forgiven for wondering whether that point splits hairs.  To the contrary, I shall argue, it cuts to the core of human rights.  Writers like Amartya Sen​[18]​, Charles Beitz​[19]​ and Samuel Moyn​[20]​ embrace what now seems a ubiquitous ‘human rights pragmatism’​[21]​ reflecting workaday human rights doctrine and activism, which fret little over ultimate questions of human ontology.  They just get on with the job.  I shall suggest, however, that those who purport to sidestep such questions, far from overcoming them, only entrench an inadequately examined ethical universalism.  In order to bolster either an acknowledged ethical universalism or an unacknowledged, ‘pragmatic’ one – but, in either case, an ethical universalism that would avoid perceptions of Western cultural imperialism – experts often embrace the supposed openness and flexibility of human rights.  Yet claims of open and flexible rights, I shall argue, amount to hollow rhetoric.  Human rights can be open and flexible only in secondary and trivial ways.  Contrary to two myths, both the naturalist one that rights are ethically universal and the pragmatist one that we can simply avoid the question of universality, I shall suggest that we face a more austere, perhaps counter-intuitive choice.  We certainly can accept human rights law but must deny that it can be called ethically universal.  It represents one among many political systems throughout history – nothing less, but nothing more.  
My aim is not to counter ethical universalism with ethical relativism.  To call human rights one system among many is not to call all systems ethically equivalent.  I shall simply suggest that human rights law must fight its own corner alongside other political systems.  It cannot dodge that battle by suggesting that the idea of human rights inherently compels its own ethical universality, like St. Anselm claiming that God’s existence follows necessarily from His essence, from the ‘very idea’ of what God must be.  Human rights cannot at the same time be, as another common myth would have it, both politically foundational and yet applicable to all societies ‘irrespective’ of their politics.  Human rights law must either remain just as subject to political dialectic as any other reasoned political system – a posture precluded when it is assumed to be ethically universal and therefore necessary by definition – or, renouncing reasoned argument, must be imposed by brute force, like a non-reasoned system.  
Given that other traditions fail to confirm the ethical universality of human rights, they retain normative autonomy.  I shall cast doubt on the ethical universalism of human rights not by waging a point-by-point refutation of naturalist theories.  Rather, insofar as other traditions – with which Western naturalists rarely engage in any systematic way – retain such cultural autonomy, the familiar natural law justifications stand in the same relationship to human rights as those other traditions.  All of them may well lend support to human rights law as one model among many, but none lends support to them as ethically universal.
 
2.	Ethical universality: inductive, deductive, doctrinal, and pragmatic 
The familiar natural law theories of human rights can be called transcendental insofar as they aspire to a deductive, a priori method.  They assume some concept of the ‘human’ to be sufficiently fixed so as to yield general ethical principles.  Naturalists may cite historical, sociological or anthropological findings incidentally, but such data play no decisive role for setting forth those general principles.  Consider, for example, the propositions ‘All organic beings require nourishment in order to survive’ and ‘All humans are organic beings’.  Both are empirical, obtained by investigating a world beyond our thought processes.  However, once we accept them, the conclusion ‘All humans require nourishment in order to survive’ follows without further empirical evidence.  It follows a priori, tautologically, and therefore of necessity.​[22]​  Assume now the further premise that if an organic being requires x in order to survive, then x counts as a human good for purposes of its survival.  What further follows a priori is that nourishment is a human good.  
As has often been noted, however, societies have throughout history developed many ways to manage human goods, only recently doing so through comprehensive regimes of formal, higher-order rights.​[23]​  Casting human goods as objects of rights may prove expedient in a statist and post-industrial era​[24]​; however, even assuming a credibly transcendental foundation for human goods, that same foundation for human rights in no way follows of necessity.  Whether an a priori theory can ground the ethical universality of human rights therefore remains debatable.  My present task is not to pursue that familiar natural law debate, but instead to assess compatibilism as an increasingly popular alternative to the conventional, transcendental naturalism.  
Compatibilists have thus far adopted only inductive, empirical approaches.  That does not mean they run statistical experiments testing propositions from within a given tradition upon a sample population.  Rather, compatibilists investigate beliefs and practices within a given tradition for evidence of its affinities with human rights, without examining the transcendental question as to whether those links exist of necessity, by virtue of what it is to be human.  Of course, there is nothing to stop compatibilists from crossing over to transcendentalist terrain.  Experts on Confucianism or Islam might well propose ethically universalist models derived from Confucian or Islamic principles, which would presuppose a Confucian or Islamic ethics of the ‘human’ as such.  Thus far, however, compatibilists have kept their methods restrained, noting only points of overlap with human rights.  
Inductive reasoning commonly aims at generalizable observations, subject to revision in view of empirical data.  Induction does not, then, equate with particularism.  Compatibilists do not cling so tightly to the traditions they examine as to eschew implications for other belief systems.  Despite the distinct histories of Islam, Buddhism, Confucianism and other traditions, compatibilists converge upon a similar conclusion, namely, that each can fundamentally align with human rights.  An-Na’im, for example, examines Islam solely ‘for illustration, while emphasizing that similar issues arise in relation to other religions and societies.’​[25]​  In contrast to transcendental naturalism, then, compatibilism heralds an inductive, comparative naturalism.  Similarly, Kim’s distinction between compatibilism and incompatibilism proves trenchant because the same splits emerge within traditions beyond Confucianism.  To be sure, ‘comparative naturalism’ is not a term compatibilists have used.  Moreover, they rarely avow any transcendental universalism.  However, their writings surely serve to bolster human rights law’s claim to ethical universality, not least because they usually entail traditions covering millions of people, yet in a way different from transcendental naturalism.  An-Na’im, though focussing on Islam, insists that human rights must be legitimated in the context of ‘different religious traditions because of the importance of those perspectives for the vast majority of people around the world.’​[26]​  
It remains questionable, then, whether transcendental naturalism can apodictically ground rights; and yet comparative naturalism faces obstacles of its own.  Compatibilism credibly counters incompatibilism but does not intrinsically refute it.  An-Na’im, Kim, Baderin, and others persuasively argue that one or another tradition can be interpreted to overlap with human rights, but not that it can be interpreted only in that way.  By contrast, any such versatility remains closed to human rights law.  The concept of ‘human rights’ certainly has evolved over time; moreover, its values have at times, like the values of many systems, been invoked to perpetrate rather than to countering violations.​[27]​  By definition, however, human rights law cannot admit interpretations formally contrary to its core norms – say, admitting slavery or child exploitation – without commensurately losing any meaning as human rights.​[28]​  Like transcendental naturalism, comparative naturalism can support human rights, but would equally struggle to establish their ethical universality.  Sheer overlaps fail to ground the ethical universality of human rights law since they are, from the outset, largely dictated and tutored by human rights in a one-way relationship.​[29]​  
Given those deductive as well as inductive roadblocks to demonstrating ethical universality, doctrinal human rights law has all along simply assumed it, just as legal systems generally proceed not via systematic critiques of, but only via the sheer assumption of their ethical underpinnings.  The Universal Declaration attributes ‘inherent dignity’ to ‘all members of the human family’ (preamb. para. 1), proclaiming ‘[a]ll human beings’ to be ‘born free and equal in dignity and rights’ (art. 1).​[30]​  
Compatibilists’ empiricism and their abstentions on transcendental universalism link them strongly to pragmatism.  Human rights pragmatists like Sen, Beitz and Moyn focus on defined policy objectives, skirting a priori debates about ethical universality.  Similarly, in the familiar language of human rights pragmatism An-Na’im writes, ‘the European model of the nation-state has been universalized through colonialism.’​[31]​  Accordingly, ‘there is need for effective protection against excessive or abusive state power.  The corresponding universalization of fundamental constitutional rights through the UDHR is the best available means of providing that protection.’​[32]​  Pragmatists might well accept that, in gritty practice, some rights must at times be sacrificed to secure others; however, nowhere in their writings do we find a single individual on the planet, let alone an entire group or nation, whom they believe ought formally to be denied core human rights.  Nor is it easy to imagine how their approaches could accommodate such an ethics, except in the trivial sense that human rights would merely go by some other name.​[33]​  Following Wendy Brown, ‘purely’ pragmatic grounds for promoting human rights can scarcely count as alternatives to ethical universalism; rather, they become its peremptory agents.​[34]​  To be clear, my aim is not to disparage pragmatism.  It may indeed incarnate ‘the most we can hope for’.​[35]​  In no way eschewing ethical universalism, however, pragmatism joins doctrinalism in defaulting to it.  In the same way, compatibilism assumes ethical universalism by default. 
Far from the two approaches being mutually exclusive, transcendental naturalism must surely welcome comparative naturalism.​[36]​  Yet any intersections between them do little to confirm the ethical universality of rights.  As an initial matter, they could never be merely partial intersections, where, for example, some traditional belief system S would be interpreted to condemn poverty but not women’s subordination.  Even if a transcendental theory T were to admit sex discrimination under exceptional circumstances, the idea that it would accept systemic discrimination would cast doubt on whether it could be called a human rights theory at all.  Through merely pick-and-mix intersections S would serve no more to confirm ethical universality than to undermine it.  Comparative naturalism supports ethical universality only insofar as a given tradition accepts some plausible version of the international corpus as it stands, allowing incidental deviations but not germane ones.

3.	Two precepts of compatibilism
In Wahrheit und Methode Hans-Georg Gadamer famously rejects the view that texts or doctrines draw conclusive meaning from their original sources.  Divergent yet equally credible interpretations of texts or traditions can emerge through shifting historical and cultural contexts.​[37]​  For example, Protestant theology emerging over a thousand years after the New Testament can interpret Scripture as cogently as earlier Roman Catholic or Orthodox schools.  Christianity can claim ethical foundations in Protestantism irrespective of its historical origins.  (Indeed the question as to what counts as an original source, or how to interpret or to prioritise divergent sources, is itself often disputed.)
As an historical matter, the contemporary concept of human rights is commonly thought to trace back to European natural law.  The phrase ‘natural law’ and its cognates droit naturel, diritto naturale, or Naturrecht derive from classical concepts of ius naturale​[38]​, which might seem to stamp human rights with a distinctly Western character.  But following Gadamer, historical origins do not exhaust ethical foundations.  The compatibilist premise seems credible, then, that human rights can claim common ground with, and thereby ethical foundations within, any number of traditions without deriving from them.  An-Na’im, too, distinguishes between historical origins and ethical foundations.  As to historical origins, ‘[t]here is no doubt that the most immediate antecedents and articulation of this concept of human rights have emerged from Western (European and American) experiences since the late eighteenth century.’​[39]​  At the same time, ‘[t]he moral or philosophical foundation and political justification of the conception of human rights as defined by the UDHR can be found in different religious and cultural traditions.  However, since the traditional theology of the major religions of the world, including Christianity, is not readily consistent with this specific conception of human rights, reconciliation will require a reinterpretation of some of the precepts of those religions.’​[40]​  
Following on from compatibilists’ inductive findings, I shall now undertake to propose a few general precepts to characterise comparative naturalism.  I shall start with what seem to be two uncontroversial ones, advancing towards a third, more questionable one.  As certain core naturalist notions do surely recur throughout history and across cultures​[41]​, I shall start a general account of comparative naturalism by proposing a Precept of Basic Naturalism, which can be stated as follows: The adoption of particular norms, judgments, institutions, or practices by a governing authority does not in itself render them just; such authorities are therefore ethically bound to exercise power with justice.​[42]​  
To be sure, concepts like ‘justice’, ‘power’, and ‘ethically bound’ are ambiguous, their complexity compounded across languages, cultures, and historical periods.  Even among people who maintain some notion of justice as distinct from power, some have thought it could be achieved through means scarcely approved by naturalists today, such as through subordination or expulsion of sectors of a population.  Taken in abstraction from the traditions within which it has emerged, the Precept of Basic Naturalism would reduce to an empty formalism.  At the very least, however, it points to widespread beliefs that government is not self-justifying.​[43]​  
The Confucian principle of yì (義, 义), for example, counsels officials to pursue righteousness​[44]​ and xìn (信) exhorts them to integrity.​[45]​  The concept of rén (or jén, 仁) requires persons with authority to exercise ‘benevolence’ or ‘humaneness’.​[46]​  Those concepts, too, are open-ended.  Still, having emerged in periods of conflict and unrest​[47]​, Confucianism resisted sheer acquiescence to warlords or rubber-stamping of ‘might makes right’.  Widespread perceptions of despotism, cruelty or gross unfairness point to violations of the moral order (xìng 性) or the order of nature (tiān 天; tiānli 天吏; dao 道).​[48]​  Meanwhile, teachings within Hinduism, Jainism, Taoism and Buddhism embrace the concept of karma, denoting actions that can be ascertained as right or wrong, benign or harmful, even when human laws fail to reflect those values.​[49]​  In classical Islamic law, the concept of justice (عدل) requires equal application of law (‘fair dealing’) throughout the community of believers.​[50]​  
As ancient schools cannot be condensed into pat phrases, those examples would require sharp and possibly controversial refinement if we wished to delve deeper into their respective traditions.  It is testimony to the complexity of ancient belief systems that they have been invoked both to reject and to bolster arguments for the universality of human rights.​[51]​  Sceptics might ascribe that ambiguity to an intellectual fogginess typical of ‘religion’ as such.​[52]​  Yet ‘secular’ concepts such as ‘liberalism’, ‘democracy’ or ‘capitalism’ just as readily succumb to murky, contradictory, populist, power-political, class-interested, or manipulated interpretations.  Be that as it may, I shall not refer to the various belief systems as ‘religions’, although some compatibilists use the term.  ‘Religious’ is often defined in contrast to ‘secular’, breeding tenuous dichotomies that are neither readily agreed within societies nor easily transposed across them, such as ‘irrational’ versus ‘rational’, ‘supernatural’ versus ‘scientific’, ‘dogmatic’ versus ‘critical’, and so forth.  For present purposes, instead of ‘religions’, I shall continue to use terms such as ‘traditions’, ‘belief systems’, or ‘value systems’.  
Longstanding traditions can rarely be construed as systematic normative canons.  Even a highly axiomatic method, as among Talmudists or Scholastics, cannot be said either to monopolize their respective belief systems nor to represent their actual practices over time.  Outlooks are commonly conveyed through parables, epics, songs, poems, rituals, prayers, commemorations, performances, festivities, shared meals, dress codes, and so forth.  Those elements, too, do not distinguish a system as ‘religious’.  Practices such as recitations, prescribed dress, or commemorative festivities have featured within systems zealously proclaiming their secularism, such as the ‘Pioneer’-type youth leagues of socialist states.​[53]​  More generally, whether an individual, group or community ‘belongs to’ or ‘follows’ any given tradition is not always a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ matter.  As Kim observes, ‘East Asians are saturated with Confucian habits and mores [but] are not Confucians in a philosophically monist and culturally monolithic sense’.​[54]​  Throughout various periods of Chinese history, unlike various monotheistic cultures, some people observed Confucian along with Taoist or Buddhist teachings – teachings often seen as complementary and not mutually exclusive.​[55]​  
As with non-Western traditions, there is no such thing as a unified Western history or worldview, nor, by extension, any grounds for equating human rights exclusively with Western values.  Consider three value systems either influential within or borne out of European history.  Christianity, constitutional democracy, and Marxism scarcely combine to generate a unified account of the West.  Each has hosted internal schisms and each has known strands both receptive and hostile to human rights.  Since various non-Western as well as Western belief systems precede the contemporary international human rights corpus by centuries, compatibilists maintain that those traditions, having evolved throughout their histories in response to new encounters and different beliefs, remain equally open to human rights.  In today’s world the values of human rights contribute to an ethical environment within which older belief systems continue to unfold.  My arguments apply to Christianity, constitutional democracy, or Marxism as well as to Confucianism, Islam and Buddhism.  
All such systems can be rendered compatible with human rights law but none serves, on that basis alone, to strengthen its ethical universality.  With respect to any given belief system, both compatibilists and incompatibilists can effectively accept the Precept of Basic Naturalism, yet disagree on whether it entails human rights.  Proceeding from the point at which the two approaches diverge, I therefore propose a specifically compatibilist position through a second precept, namely, the Precept of Comparative Naturalism, which runs as follows: International human rights law, irrespective of its historical origins, can credibly lay claim to ethical foundations within other belief systems.​[56]​  By ‘other’ I do not necessarily mean ‘all other’.  I seek to synthesise compatibilists’ findings only within the bounds of their own inductive approaches.  

4.	The Precept of Comparative Universalism
For compatibilists the Precept of Basic Naturalism entails the Precept of Comparative Naturalism.  Before progressing any further let’s re-trace that trajectory.  The first step, the Precept of Basic Naturalism, seems uncontroversial: any number of belief systems include values counselling that power be exercised with justice.  For compatibilists, the second step, the Precept of Comparative Naturalism, follows as a matter of course: human rights law, irrespective of its historical origins, can claim ethical foundations within other belief systems.  From the Precept of Comparative Naturalism it might then seem intuitive, for compatibilists, to progress to a further precept.  I shall it call the Precept of Comparative Universalism.  It would run as follows:  Insofar as human rights law, irrespective of its historical origins, can claim ethical foundations within earlier belief systems, arguments for its ethical universality strengthen accordingly.  
Before examining that precept it is worth noting that human rights law is not history’s first value system to claim ethical universality.  The case for ethical universality might be said to advance in particular insofar as it shares characteristics with traditions also possessing universalist elements, albeit not in the altogether benign way that one might imagine.  Despite internationalists’ conventional praise for social diversity, compatibilists focus on a small number of traditions often treated in uncritical, even culturally imperial ways as the world’s ‘major’ belief systems.​[57]​  Yet several such traditions have contributed more to homogenisation than to pluralism throughout history.  Karl Jaspers famously distinguished between a ‘pre-Axial’ age, in which beliefs were essentially local, and an ‘Axial’ age, emerging after the 8th century BCE, witnessing the emergence of value systems spreading over broader land masses and populations.​[58]​  Countless local cultures have been extinguished by larger ones throughout history​[59]​, indeed often via the type of ‘Enlightenment narrative’ often attributed distinctly to the West – in sum, All was barbarism until We arrived.​[60]​  
Much longstanding Islamic doctrine, for example, conceptually divides the globe into Muslim and non-Muslim lands, assigning some civil status to all persons present within Muslim lands.  Similarly, Roman Catholicism, Anglicanism, Orthodox Christianity, and Confucianism expanded to cover enormous populations that had once lived under local norms.  They perforce speak about humans in less local, more abstracted, universalist, in Hegel’s sense ‘alienated’ ways.​[61]​  The Welsh farming god Amaethon, able to plough the land as ‘no ploughman’ could do​[62]​, could capture local experiences of land, climate, and related social conditions.  By contrast, that later, Christianised population ended up with the same universalised story of salvation and redemption propagated in Sicily and Sweden, in Mexico and Goa, even despite residues and ‘dialects’ persisting within local practices.  
It is of course customary for ‘major’ belief systems to embrace self-justifying ‘plurality in unity’ tales, and the various leading systems have known periods of greater internal pluralism as well as periods of imposed conformity.  As I have argued elsewhere, even the pluralist periods are more the hallmark of an imperial worldview than a departure from it.​[63]​  As I shall argue in Section 9, human rights law forms no exception.  Recall the PCIJ and ICJ references to the world’s ‘main forms of civilization’ and ‘principal legal systems’, all the more chilling as such phrases are still routinely construed as humanist statements of cultural inclusiveness, hygienically erasing the mass extinctions which they presuppose via the sanitised notion of ‘civilization’.​[64]​  
No stark dichotomy emerges, then, between human rights as agents of hegemony and other ‘major’ traditions as if they stand as unqualified agents of pluralism.  Cultural imperialism has certainly proved aggressive within Christianity, and incalculably so within European post-Enlightenment technocracy, but is scarcely exclusive to the West.  Indeed that latter universalism furnishes a further reason to pause in distinguishing between ‘religious’ and ‘secular’ ethics, in view of tens of millions of lives sacrificed to Stalinist, Maoist, and similar religions, as well as Western military campaigns.  Objections to cultural imperialism often come to us less innocently than is sometimes suggested.  Pleas for pluralism and localism at times emanate from exponents of traditions that have scarcely promoted unqualified pluralism in history or today.  For compatibilists within ‘major’ traditions the problem is not to unite fragile localisms with a looming human rights colossus so much as to synthesise other, already substantially universalist systems with a newer one.  Populations living under one or another of the world’s ‘major’ traditions already survived some version of the ‘local versus universalist’ showdown centuries ago.  

5.	Intrinsic hierarchy
In their introduction to a collection entitled Islamic Law and International Human Rights Law​[65]​, Emon, Ellis and Glahn helpfully identify models through which established belief systems are invoked to serve both compatibilist and incompatibilist theses.  Since their book’s focus is on Islam they introduce the models only in a brief, introductory passage, though in terms applicable beyond the scope of any one tradition.  The three authors do not give the models names but I shall do so here based on their depictions.​[66]​
One model of the link between human rights and other belief systems can be called hierarchical.  The authors reject its assumption of a ‘hierarchy of values, where human rights are at the top, and other traditions . . . rise or fall based upon their capacity to meet the standards of the human rights tradition’.​[67]​  Those who embrace the hierarchical model, according to Emon, Ellis and Glahn, ‘proclaim as outdated or inapplicable’ any elements within other belief systems ‘that conflict with the contemporary body of international human rights law.’​[68]​  The hierarchical model ‘assumes either the universality, the truth, or simple authority (if not authoritarianism) of human rights doctrines over and against all other traditions of value.’​[69]​  
That hierarchical model ultimately proves incompatibilist since compatibilists must necessarily shun the deprecation of those same belief systems which they site as overlapping with human rights.  The authors seem to have in mind a human rights zealotry, a liberalism so hard-nosed as to become illiberal.  I shall now therefore propose additional terminology, as we can examine hierarchy within human rights only by distinguishing between two different concepts, which I shall call intrinsic hierarchy and symbolic hierarchy.  I shall argue that any non-hierarchical model would render human rights vacuous.  
Adopting the authors’ terms, we can posit that any agent acting in ‘conflict’ with a norm acts by definition contrary or ‘inapplicable’ to what the norm prescribes.  A norm incorporated within a legal system assumes intrinsic hierarchy insofar as it stands above any non-incorporated rival.  It is difficult to understand how a legal system would otherwise work, including an oral or customary regime.  Consider a norm n1 incorporated into law to prohibit murder.  That norm hierarchically supersedes any contrary, non-incorporated norm n2 that would permit murder, as might for example arise within the honour code of a criminal gang.  To oppose the intrinsically hierarchical character of n1 is to oppose the very possibility of law.  
Even purely facilitative norms, such as procedures incorporated into law for forming marriages or commercial contracts, presuppose intrinsic hierarchy over non-incorporated rivals, since the latter, if followed, may not be enforced.  Some norms may not entail intrinsic hierarchy, as in a gestural resolution passed by a legislature solely to praise services rendered by a deceased member, but most legal norms assume intrinsic hierarchy.  Even an anarchist regime, rhetorically extolling its anti-hierarchical ethos, could only ever preserve itself by placing anarchist norms hierarchically above rivals.  The non-absolute formulation or interpretation of many legal norms in no way alters that attribute of intrinsic hierarchy.  Consider, for example, a norm prohibiting homicide except when necessary to defend human life.  The prohibition assumes intrinsic hierarchy insofar as it stands above any contrary, non-incorporated norm that would permit homicide; however, it assumes no such stature over a concomitant norm permitting homicide when necessary to defend human life.​[70]​  
A 2014 Recommendation issued jointly by the UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child condemns practices discriminating against women generally and impacting upon girls in particular, including female genital mutilation (FGM), child or forced marriage, polygamy, and honour crimes, all prohibited under international law.​[71]​  Like all norms in the corpus they assume intrinsic hierarchy over unincorporated rival norms, such as local customary norms permitting those practices.  To the degree of such intrinsic hierarchy there can be no such thing as non-hierarchical human rights.  That is a high degree indeed, given (a) the broad content and scope of the international corpus, even on restrained readings, (b) the controversial nature of the interests falling within that corpus; and (c) the claim of human rights to higher-order status, meaning that a human right can legitimately be limited only by another norm of equal status, such as another human right or a formally declared state of emergency within parameters set by human rights law.​[72]​  Law is intrinsically hierarchical and human rights emphatically so.  A traditional value system interpreted to oppose FGM will indeed ‘rise’ to the extent of its accordance with human rights law.  That same system interpreted to support FGM will ‘fall’ in the same way.  How else would any legal system work, let alone one structured upon higher-order norms?  We can just as handily reverse the hierarchy.  From the standpoint of a particular legal system that rejects human rights, it would be the human right that would ‘fall’ against a norm authorising FGM.  To reject that intrinsic hierarchy would necessarily be to prefer or to default to some alternative regime, which, as a legal regime, would just as fully rely on its own structure of intrinsic hierarchy.  Non-hierarchical law is a fantasy.  

6.	Symbolic hierarchy
If compatibilists are to challenge hierarchy within human rights, it cannot be intrinsic hierarchy they have in mind.  No compatibilist has suggested that norms prohibiting, for example, torture, genocide, or discrimination ought not to entail their own intrinsic hierarchy above rival norms, a stance that would amount to repudiating those norms altogether.  Emon, Ellis and Glahn, as compatibilists, presumably target what I am therefore calling symbolic hierarchy, that is, the prospect of some exponent of human rights law rhetorically demeaning other belief systems beyond merely applying rights to concrete circumstances.  Human rights crusaders have certainly been known to hurl slurs such as ‘backwards’, ‘uncivilised’, ‘barbaric’, or ‘medieval’ against traditionalist practices​[73]​, at times overlooking horrors unleashed in the name of human rights.​[74]​  Insofar as human rights, rightly or wrongly, retain a Western veneer, insults to other belief systems resound against a history of actual and perceived Western supremacism.  
Emon, Ellis and Glahn rightly remind us that ethical minefields are symbolic minefields.  We must heed not only the content of rights but also the decorum with which they are advocated and implemented.  Such prudence is sound as far as it goes, but scarcely advances beyond patently crude invective, rarely adopted by serious international organisations.  Of course, no movement of the scale of human rights can account for each of its indiscrete enthusiasts.  More importantly, the documents issued by leading human rights bodies do generally avoid haughty language, preferring the prose of clinical observation.  
Again, when a legal system confronts a controversial problem, it will, as a matter of intrinsic hierarchy, subordinate any rival norms.  As a matter of symbolic hierarchy, that subordination, for those who resent it, readily translates as denigration, regardless of how diplomatically its findings are articulated.  However a report like the CEDAW/CRC Recommendation may be worded, we can hardly overlook its cultural implications.  The voice of sanitised detachment more customary among rights professionals​[75]​ scarcely overcomes symbolic hierarchy.  Some would call it hierarchical oratory par excellence – condemning traditional beliefs by indirection, intimating their savagery without uttering the word.  
Yet a document like the CEDAW/CRC report must somehow explain violations, and must do so with reference to the local values cited to justify them​[76]​, thereby running the risk of appearing judgmental.  A report diplomatically avoiding such reference would paint an incomplete picture, running an equally strong risk of judgmentalism by handling locals with kid gloves, ultimately infantilising them.  Every legal system faces a Hobson’s choice.  Under turbulent circumstances it risks either oppressiveness by candidly imposing its power, or hypocrisy by cloaking its norms in the rhetoric of antiseptic neutrality.  In sum, law begets intrinsic hierarchy, intrinsic hierarchy begets symbolic hierarchy, and symbolic hierarchy risks provoking resistance or resentment irrespective of its rhetorical façade. 
Concern about symbolic hierarchy within human rights remains understandable for two reasons.  First, as mentioned, the authority of human rights law risks diminishing through perceptions of its exclusively Western origins​[77]​; they therefore appear to augment through perceptions of broader ethical foundations.  Second, as a strategic matter, it is understandable that the language and assumptions of human rights may still appear alien in much of the world.  Activists on the ground will cheerfully discard the language of human rights if appeals to local values can more easily engage with those affected.  Still, symbolic hierarchy comes as part and parcel of law, no more avoidable than intrinsic hierarchy.  Nowhere can international law camouflage its hierarchical character less convincingly than in area as symbolically charged as human rights.  Attempts to do so simply by painting a non-hierarchical smile on it become immediately transparent. 

7.	Fluidity, openness, flexibility
Is it possible for human rights law to appeal to the fluidity of ancient traditions, shedding the veneer of hierarchy by sharing the authority of human rights law alongside that of other value systems?  Fluidity within belief systems might seem to point towards such opportunities.  The international corpus certainly has evolved and continues to do so, some of its contours permeable and adaptable.  Ultimately, however, it is mistaken to suggest that human rights law can be fluid in any non-trivial sense.  
Consider a familiar example.  While the corpus requires fair trials even states with the best human rights records diverge on the cases for which that norm prescribes a jury, how many jurors are required, whether their verdict requires unanimity, which evidence is admitted, how appellate procedures work, and so forth.  It seems tempting to cite that kind of example as emblematic of the supposed flexibility of human rights.  But such a characterisation is misconceived.  Rights to fair trials, like other human rights, aim to prevent misconduct by governing and other internationally responsible actors.  Certainly, a range of approaches per se does not suggest that one practice is necessarily more abusive than others.  However, only where differences entail abuse is the right as a human right at issue, for example if a system admits an ex post facto law or imposes no requirement that defendants be informed of the charges against them.  Borderline questions certainly arise concerning the content and scope of human rights, and cultural context may indeed exert an influence at that periphery, but, as I shall argue further in Section 9, that observation only confirms the irrelevance of diverse cultural practice as to core applications where no such vagary exists.  
To pursue that example, if no serious unfairness can be shown to arise from jurisdiction J1 imposing a six month deadline to file criminal appeals, while J2 allows three months and J3 allows nine, then the right to a fair trial remains irrelevant.  One might well celebrate the flexibility of human rights, citing the example that it admits J1 allowing six months’ time while allowing J2 three and J3 nine, but that flexibility begins only where the human right ends.  Norms can only meaningfully be called ‘flexible’ within the scope of their application, not beyond it.  Similarly, to rejoice in the flexibility of human rights by observing that one state combats FGM through poster campaigns while another combats it through professional counselling would be misbegotten in the same sense, as the prohibition simply does not speak to every question of the modalities through which a state may comply.  
Consider a further analogy.  Some people may obey rules against theft by averting their gaze from diamonds and pearls, whilst others may obey by forcing themselves to look at the jewels while internally combatting their urge to steal.  That diversity of approaches adds not a scintilla of ‘flexibility’ to the rule against theft.  The rule can only become flexible under circumstances in which one is authorised to steal, for example to rescue human life.  Similarly, human rights law can be called culturally flexible only to the extent that it does authorise states (or other internationally responsible agents) to wage genocide, to allow FGM, to practice torture, to engineer famines or homelessness, to impose ex post facto criminal convictions, and so forth.  No serious interpretation of the corpus admits such variations in any general terms.
Some might argue that flexibility by definition enters with respect to social and economic rights, often conceived as imposing only ‘progressive’ duties, ‘relative’ to a state’s available resources.​[78]​  That claim might even be augmented, in view of widespread recognition that all rights, including civil and political rights, impose costs if they are to be effectively implemented; and limited resources will inevitably compel choices that presuppose flexibility.  But that concept of flexibility differs from the cultural concept at issue in the assessment of comparative naturalism.  It calibrates human rights performance solely to available funds.  Cultural values may certainly kick in where limited resources compel choices about relative amounts to be spent on various rights, but again only in the obvious sense that international human rights by definition refrain from regulating every detail of their implementation.
Consider two states S1 and S2, both forced to choose between spending on health care and spending on education.  Assume, moreover, that cost poses the only obstacle, that is, no corruption or mismanagement are at play.  It may well be that cultural values induce S1 to spend more on education and S2 to spend more on health care.  However, resting with the assumption that both states are spending on both rights to the maximum of their available resources – simply relying on cultural values to arbitrate between the two duties – the relative and progressive character of the rights precludes any finding of a violation.  To say, in turn, that human rights law escorts us into a sphere in which no violation can be committed is merely to say that it has ushered us into a sphere where it may well advise but does not command.  Here again, it is not technically wrong, but rather substantively trivial to speak of the flexibility of a legal norm when such flexibility begins only beyond the point at which violation of the norm would be ascertained.  Any cultural difference in the sphere beyond which a human rights violation can be committed signifies only an illusory ‘flexibility’.
Whatever different versions Confucianism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, or some other tradition may have taken historically or today, the question is not whether they say the same thing as human rights.  Again, setting aside problems concerning the conceptual, substantive and procedural distinctness of the contemporary human rights corpus, let’s just assume arguendo that various other systems do somehow say the same thing.  The problem is that human rights, through the operation of their own intrinsic hierarchy, remain indifferent to any such overlap.  On their own terms they cannot do otherwise.  Nothing in their content or scope changes if we then, still just for argument’s sake, assume no overlap with other traditions.  For human rights law to depend for its authority upon such overlap, in the sense that it would lose authority where too little overlap existed, would be for it to lose its own self-understanding as law altogether, let alone as higher-order.  There is no serious exchange at all between human rights and earlier belief systems.  That is why, irrespective of how earlier historical influences might once have given birth to human rights, any serious influence, insofar as human rights stand as a comprehensive regime of higher law, remains entirely dictated by human rights to other traditions.  Accordingly, irrespective of its historical origins, but following the Precept of Comparative Naturalism, human rights law can certainly claim strong ethical foundations within other belief systems; but there is no non-trivial sense in which those foundations strengthen arguments for the ethical universality of human rights.  

8.	The apologetic model
Attempts to soften the hierarchical image of human rights emerge within a second model that can be called apologetic, yet which Emon, Ellis and Glahn rightly view with scepticism.​[79]​  The apologetic model is invoked to adopt what we could also call an ‘historical pre-emption’ or ‘We got there first’ thesis, namely, that one or another tradition had ‘espoused human rights protections centuries before those enshrined in Western doctrine.’​[80]​  The model would presumably soften the hierarchical approach by locating various traditions not merely in an overlap with human rights, but, so to speak, in an ‘authorial’ relationship to them.  A given tradition would lay claim to having invented human rights avant la lettre.  
The apologetic model suffers, according to Emon, Ellis and Glahn, because a traditional norm may fail to account for ‘contemporary human rights concerns and aspirations’.​[81]​  Some writers, for example, argue that Islamic standards for women originally surpassed those of prior cultures that Islam overthrew.  For Emon, Ellis and Glahn, that observation fails to suggest that Islamic norms governing women fulfil today’s human rights standards.​[82]​  In sum, the historical pre-emption approach projects backwards onto a tradition tenets it had never held in any form sufficiently recognisable as human rights.  Similarly, as Kim warns, ‘[s]ince Confucianism as a philosophical tradition never constituted its political theory in terms of human rights, it is crucial to refrain from attributing a (seminal) notion of rights to the tradition in general, even if we find what may seem like “rights” in an individual thinker’s philosophical thought.’​[83]​  Kim asks, 
‘[N]oting the virtual absence of the concept of rights in core Confucian classics, some incompatibilists boldly assert that, in contemporary China, the notion of rights is completely irrelevant.  But why should the observation that ancient Confucianism was not constituted around the idea of rights lead to the complete denial of the significance of human rights in modern China, where citizens are now fully aware of the crucial importance of a variety of rights?’​[84]​
The claim of historical pre-emption indeed loses meaning if the values that had supposedly pre-articulated human rights turn out to be comprehensively tutored by them.  Kim abstains on Confucianism as a progenitor of human rights, consigning it to the more tentative double negative of not being incompatible with them.  Similarly, many Jews or Christians today welcome human rights, tracing them back to earlier theologies; however, to view human rights as having always been latently present in Judaism or Christianity is a backwards projection.​[85]​  It is a commonplace for ancient traditions to be viewed over time as flexible, dynamic, and interactive; however, if flexibility merely means that a tradition’s core values are admitted insofar as they recapitulate contemporary human rights, then the hierarchical model has hardly been surpassed.  Any universality ends up resulting merely from a circularity: human rights are universal insofar as they claim ethical foundations within various traditions, yet they claim such foundations only because those traditions have been re-defined by human rights.  
A further problem arises if we consider comparative naturalism not simply as applied to one tradition in isolation but to several collectively.  Insofar as Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and other traditions all turn out to be versions of human rights, they in essence turn out to be versions of each other, an insight serving not to protect cultural difference but to obliterate it, consigning it to a surface appearance.  If I’ve studied Scottish Presbyterianism then I don’t need to study Tibetan Buddhism because deep down they’re all the same.  The old humanist bromide that ‘all the world’s faiths say the same thing’ may assuage sentimental yearnings for world peace, yet so strongly dilutes those systems as to turn them into empty shells, folkloric song-and-dance pastiches devoid of cultural or ethical distinctness.  Ethical universality, far from supplying any foundation, becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.  Even assuming a science-fiction future of normative homogeneity, human rights still could not claim ethical universality.  The potential always remains for one or another strand of any given tradition to rebel against human rights for whatever reason.  The honest response for human rights advocates is not to evade political dialectics by trumping such claims through assertions of universality, but rather to enter into those dialectics by explaining human rights as the best possible regime of justice.  
A global regime that might at first appear to ennoble both human rights and ancient belief systems risks dissolving them into each other.  Universal human rights law risks claiming ethical foundations in earlier traditions merely in the sense of turning them into museum pieces.  Multiculturalism, often portrayed as a counter-balance to liberal secularism, ends up not seriously reflecting different values but rather proving, itself, to be a liberal-secular value outright.  My concern for now is not whether that outcome is good or bad, but to note only that, for better or worse, presenting various traditions as dynamic and adaptable does not overcome intrinsic or symbolic hierarchy within human rights law, a blazingly hierarchical system which we would do better to recognise candidly as such.  

9.	 Flexible universality
Emon, Ellis and Glahn claim, then, to reject the apologetic model, yet Mark Ellis does adopt a ‘flexible universality’ version in a separate piece in their collection, still seeking a less hierarchical universality.  A universal right, Ellis argues, can be ‘applied differently within the context of different cultures, as long as there is good reason.’​[86]​  That view is far from his alone.  It echoes as a widespread mantra vaunting universality and cultural inclusion in equal measure as if those two principles fit hand-in-glove, raising no serious line-drawing question and clashing at worst only in incidental cases; as if the ‘universality versus relativism’ debates were resolved simply by insisting that there is no real conflict at all.  Griffin, too, tellingly phrases such a point as a double negative: the premise that ‘a requirement of universality is built into the idea of human rights does not imply that the content of a human right cannot make reference to particular times and places.’​[87]​  
Under one influential instrument, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (VDPA, 1993), ‘[a]ll human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and [sic] interrelated’.​[88]​  Since all human rights are ‘universal’ they are of equal value in the sense that respect for one in no way compensates for the abuse of another.  That same passage underscores ‘the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical, cultural and religious backgrounds’​[89]​, suggesting, along with Ellis and Griffin, that universality and cultural specificity are not inherently at odds.  
Similarly, the UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity (UDCD) of 2001​[90]​ reassures us that universality and cultural specificity harmonise with no serious difficulties.​[91]​  The UDCD opens with its first preambular paragraph committing ‘to the full implementation of the human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other universally recognized legal instruments’.  Meanwhile according to Article 4, ‘The defence of cultural diversity is an ethical imperative, inseparable from respect for human dignity.  It implies a commitment to human rights and fundamental freedoms, in particular the rights of persons belonging to minorities and those of indigenous peoples.’  The UDCD includes no suggestion of any fundamental, i.e., more than peripheral clash of such ideals.  The closest it comes to acknowledging any conflict arises in the next sentence: ‘No one may invoke cultural diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed by international law, nor to limit their scope.’
Notwithstanding such proclamations, any examination of ‘flexible universality’ proves it to be more rhetorical than real.  It cannot reverse intrinsic hierarchy nor can it undo symbolic hierarchy except in cosmetic ways.  Consider the example of internationally recognised freedoms of speech and expression.​[92]​  They presumably include the freedom of a Dane to criticise Danish government policy, a Brazilian to criticise Brazilian government policy, a Turk to criticise Turkish government policy, and a Saudi to criticise Saudi government policy.  In each instance, leaving aside pragmatic problems of implementation, the right certainly would be ‘applied differently’ in the obvious sense that Danish, Brazilian, Turkish, and Saudi government policies and societies differ from each other, so the respective dissidents would be saying different things in different environments.  If that is all that is meant by ‘adapting’ a universal right to local circumstances then we are merely applying to human rights law a trivially self-evident principle recognised throughout legal systems over millennia, namely, that a generally formulated norm will apply differently in different circumstances,​[93]​ just as some people will obey a rule against theft by averting their gaze from diamonds whilst others will therapeutically force themselves to look at them.  To call such rules ‘flexible’ through the sheer fact of those different applications is to eviscerate any serious notion of a flexible rule.  Only where the right is applied in some materially different way and in some central (as opposed to a peripheral) application could we seriously talk about flexibility, for example, an interpretation whereby Danes ought to have the right to criticise government policy while Saudis ought not to have it – the type of interpretation that would utterly dismantle global human rights.  One can scarcely attribute to notions of flexibility any non-trivial insight if they expound merely the truism that general rules apply differently in different circumstances.  
Consider another banal analogy.  A speed limit of 30 km per hour on an uphill road will ‘apply differently’ to a 30 km per hour limit on a downhill road, in the sense that the former may accompany pressure on the accelerator and the latter may accompany pressure on the brakes.  Those ‘different applications’ serve not in any relevant way to modify the general rule as a rule.  They do precisely the opposite.  They confirm its uniform meaning throughout different applications.  There is no serious sense, no non-peripheral sense in which ‘flexible’ human rights can mean anything more.  That age-old principle of a general rule’s applicability to different circumstances lies already implicit within the hierarchical model, or at least is no narrower there than under any other model.​[94]​  Imagine that Algerian Buddhists attain religious freedom pursuant to in international human right applied somewhere in Algeria, while Indian Muslims attain the same freedom pursuant the same right applied somewhere in India.  The international right certainly does display two cultural applications, but only in the manifest sense that the right has been applied in two different cultures.  How else would an international right work?  How would a non-flexible alternative work any differently?  If no differently, then the attribution of flexibility loses meaning.  That application too merely follows from the character of a general right as a general rule.  Here too, the reader might wonder whether I am splitting hairs.  Does it matter whether we call rules ‘flexible’ or ‘general’?  But it matters enormously.  The concept of a general rule in no way conflicts with that of intrinsic hierarchy.  Compatibilists’ notions of flexible rules, by contrast, falsely suggest a diminution of hierarchy – and thereby an ethical universality in contrast to a cultural imperialism – that human rights cannot admit in any non-peripheral sense.  
If a Muslim community is granted permission to build a mosque in Rio de Janeiro and a Buddhist community is granted permission to build a temple in São Paolo, that again does not mean in any non-trivial sense that rights to freedom of religion have been ‘applied differently’ to adapt to local circumstances.  It suggests prima facie the opposite, namely, that the right was applied identically, rendering local circumstances ultimately irrelevant, even if they were mentioned and discussed during deliberations and proceedings later forming part of an official protocol.  Any consideration of local contexts in such examples serves not so that the international right has in any non-trivial sense been ‘applied differently’ in the various contexts, but precisely the opposite: its ultimate application has been identical as far as the content and scope of the human right is concerned.
Only if a cultural context were demonstrably to alter a right’s application, yet in a way still deemed compatible with that right, would the notion of a local adaptation carry any non-trivial meaning.  Now assume that (a) Buddhists gain permission to build a temple somewhere in Algeria; but (b) Muslims are denied permission to build a mosque somewhere in India – not through any practical or security obstacle, but solely in view of a local rejection of Islam that is nevertheless deemed under human rights law to be compatible with the international right of free exercise of religion.  Once again, there is little evidence that any basic human right has been authoritatively construed in any such central instance, nor is it apparent as a conceptual matter how such a reading would be possible while preserving any recognisable meaning of international rights.  Similarly, under various cultural rights Chechens may lay claim to preserving their language, and Welsh to theirs, and Navajo to theirs, but again that is not in any non-trivial sense an ‘adaptation’ of those rights; it is those rights in their utterly intended, expected, and routine application.  If those rights are not respected, then we witness not an adaptation but a violation.​[95]​  
‘The key point’, Ellis argues – here too echoing UDCD – ‘is that although the right will be contingent upon culture as a matter of application, it is the particular nature of that right that determines how this should be done.  The right in itself is, therefore, universal.’​[96]​  Such assurances are hard to grasp.  A ‘right in itself’ does not exist as a Platonic Idea.  It lacks any meaning aside from the prospect of its application.  The ‘particular nature’ of a ‘universal’ right by definition includes the condition that it cannot be ‘contingent upon culture’, except again in the self-evident sense of a general rule applied to a given fact pattern.  As with the example of fair trials, there is only contingency upon culture insofar as variations in no way deviate from the core right because, aside from peripheral applications, they start only where the right’s scope of operation effectively ceases.  There is no further cultural adaptation. 
The apologetic rhetoric of flexible human rights, then, does not in any serious way shift universality from a hierarchical to a more open or adaptable model.  It simply paints a symbolically congenial face upon their intrinsic hierarchy.  Suppose again that in order to avoid hostility from constituent communities prosecutions are not brought for genital mutilation (FGM) practiced on underage girls.​[97]​  That certainly would be a genuine cultural ‘adaptation’ of any number of human rights, but scarcely in any sense ‘compatible’ with them.  Any such notion of ‘flexible universality’ would collapse into a purely token acknowledgement of human rights law whilst in fact subordinating it to grievous violations.  Alternatively, allusions to trivial adaptations, as if they support a special case for universality, collapse into rhetorical acknowledgement of cultural diversity whilst in fact subordinating it wholly to human rights, thereby reverting sub silentio back to the hierarchical model.  It is entirely sound that not only outsiders but especially indigenous opponents of FGM would seek to appeal to home-grown values.  That fluidity between human rights and local customs may well prove effective by persuading people that local Christian, Islamic, or other faiths never required FGM and may even forbid it.  Such a pragmatist strategy in no way embodies any serious normative fluidity, which could only mean that there would be some situations in which FGM would be admissible as a normative matter, as testimony to a genuine give-and-take between human rights and other belief systems.  
Perhaps it is not in that domain of heinous abuses, but rather in a more open-ended area that we must search for cultural adaptation?  For Ellis ‘it is entirely consistent with Universalism [sic] to hold that only those with religious objections are permitted to contravene certain standards, such as a Sikh worker wearing a turban on a construction site.’​[98]​  The right at issue is freedom of religion.  We might well witness meaningful adaptation of the right (a) where members of some religions may under some circumstances enjoy rights legitimately denied under the same circumstances to members of other religions.  We can compare that scenario to a trivial one (b) where members of some religions may under some circumstances enjoy rights legitimately denied to other religions under different circumstances. 
We can hardly adopt explanation (a).  For example, as to the construction site scenario the UK has expressly determined that the risk of foregoing a safety helmet, although clearly present, is low enough – presumably within the context of other building regulations – to allow the exemption.​[99]​  The government surely would not allow it if the risk were dramatic and not amenable to reduction through other means, such that large numbers of employees without helmets were killed and injured week after week.  By extension, other states would legitimately disallow the exemption if they lacked alternative means to ensure greater safety.  That would not be a local adaptation, but simply a routine application of a general rule to unequal circumstances.  Those divergent outcomes do not display a universal right adjusted to varying cultural contexts.  They merely display one particular instance of a religious freedom, the freedom to forego a safety helmet on a construction site, which remains subject to health and safety regulations, and which to that extent never seriously fell under any international right at all.  Nor a fortiori can we easily adopt explanation (b), namely, that members of some religions may enjoy an international right legitimately denied to members of other religions.​[100]​  

10.	 Conclusion
Every regime of justice inexorably generates its own propaganda – often phrased in the rhetoric of unity​[101]​ and often so persuasive that we struggle to distinguish values from slogans.  Human rights law proposes a regime of justice.  Its global ambitions inherently spur the classical humanist search for universal inclusiveness.  Conventional natural law theories take up that challenge through a transcendental method.  They assume a sufficiently ascertainable concept of the ‘human’, plausibly claiming some ethics to follow from it, yet less convincingly suggesting how that ethics would a priori generate higher-law rights.  
Comparative naturalism might appear either to complement transcendental naturalism or simply to sidestep questions of universality as human rights pragmatists somewhat unpersuasively purport to do.  Comparative naturalists examine existing, often longstanding belief systems in order to identify common ground with human rights law.  Under the Precept of Basic Naturalism, they certainly can ascertain values within various traditions insisting that power be held to standards of justice.  Under the Precept of Comparative Naturalism, moreover, human rights law can certainly claim ethical foundations within those traditions irrespective of its historical origins.  Comparative naturalists’ inductive method does not, however, equate with a particularist one.  They equally embark upon the classically humanist search for broader applications of their findings to a range of belief systems.  They cannot, however, proceed to a Precept of Comparative Universalism, whereby those ethical foundations would strengthen the case for the ethical universality of human rights.  
The logic dictating that earlier traditions can be rendered compatible with human rights is the same logic which ensures that such compatibility is neither obvious nor inevitable.  The observation that a given tradition may or may not be rendered compatible with human rights entails a flexibility altogether impossible for human rights.  Barring extreme states of urgency there is no serious sense in which human rights law can admit that its core norms may or may not obtain.  Human rights law inherently presupposes its own ethical supremacy and intrinsic hierarchy not through any mutual exchange with other traditions – whatever may be its historical origins or ethical foundations – but wholly irrespective of those traditions.  
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